CGI Ratabase

P

olicy rating and product configuration are more than
core insurance functions; they are critical to driving
competitive advantage, revenue and long-term growth.
Innovation and efficiency in the use of rating logic and the
deployment of new products enable insurers to respond quickly
to evolving market changes and move forward as market
leaders.
CGI Ratabase is a comprehensive set of powerful rating and product
configuration tools that transform rating and empower your business
professionals to build, design and release competitive products in the fastest
possible time.
KEY FEATURES


Easy-to-use interface: Intuitive Windows environment and interface



High interoperability: Integration with any type of system, including policy
administration, automated underwriting, agency management, web quoting, rate
modeling and enterprise incentive management systems



Flexible rating architecture: Enables rate tables and formulas to be developed
once and then copied or shared across legal entities, lines of business, financial
products and states



Powerful rating tools: Quick developing, modifying and testing complex rating and
rule methodologies



Stand-alone rating engine: High performance and scalable rating engine (rated 3.8
million policies in one hour for one client)



Flexible product framework: Supports the development of multiple products,
including personal lines, commercial lines and specialty lines for both multi-variant
and standard rating



Flexible product deployment: Support for the deployment of insurance products
on a variety of platforms



Advanced product management: Advanced versioning that supports the
management of multiple product versions by channel, effective date or other criteria

CGI RATABASE
POWERFUL AND SIMPLIFIED
RATING AND PRODUCT
CONFIGURATION
CGI Ratabase is the industry's leading
rating and product configuration
software. Its proven functionality,
scalability and flexible technology
empower business users at more than
100 carriers to quickly deploy extremely
complex rating programs and product
segmentation in a fraction of the time
and at fraction of the costs of other
solutions. It has the largest client base
of any externalized rating engine in the
market.

KEY BENEFITS


Design complex rating products: Manage complex algorithms and design highly
dynamic pricing models that use multi-dimensional rate plan analysis to improve
pricing accuracy and drive product differentiation



Avoid costly IT projects: Enable your business professionals to develop,
manipulate and test business rules/algorithms with minimal IT support, simplifying
and speeding up product updates (by as much as 80%) and saving costs
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Build once and distribute anywhere: Build your insurance products one time and
deploy them to different applications, on different platforms, and with different
technologies to generate significant bottom-line savings
Ensure scalability and extensibility: Benefit from the ability to increase users,
support policies with a large number of rating items (e.g., vehicles, locations, class
codes, coverages, etc.) and modify pricing rates and rules quickly and with minimal
effort

ABOUT CGI
CGI defines success by exceeding
expectations and helping clients
achieve superior performance.

KEY DIFFERENTIATORS

Our outstanding client satisfaction
rates speak to our commitment to
clients and excellence in execution.



100+ successful implementations: Implemented at more than 100 carriers and
across a broad spectrum of product lines in multiple lines of business

We offer clients:



Large client base: Largest client base of any stand-alone rating engine in the
market



Industry recognition: Highest ranking in Celent’s report on P&C Stand-Alone
Rating Systems



Superior support: Ongoing support from a highly experienced Ratabase team



Exceptional quality: 95% on time and within budget track record driven by an ISO
9001 certified delivery framework and industry best practices



Active user community: Opportunities to provide input into product direction and
network with other users



More than 35 years of long-term
growth with 68,000 professionals
in 40 countries



Client proximity operating model
that fosters local accountability
for client satisfaction and
success



Global delivery capabilities
through centers located on four
continents



ISO-9001 certified quality
frameworks that result in CGI’s
on-time, within budget delivery
track record



Industry expertise, end-to-end
service offerings and rich IPbased solutions that advance
clients’ business goals

WHY CGI?
CGI’s capabilities and success in the P&C and life insurance sectors have made us the
partner of choice for hundreds of insurers, brokers and agents around the world. We
work with clients to implement solutions across the value chain to help them win and
grow. Our experience and expertise includes:


35+ years of insurance experience, including significant policy, claims and billing
implementations across the globe



Provider of consulting and IT services to 12 of the top 20 global insurers in the world
and more than 200 clients globally



Development of innovative solutions such as CGI Ratabase, the industry’s leading
rating and product configuration software



Systems integrator for the world’s leading core insurance software solutions



Annual processing of more than 15 million information product transactions and $50
billion in premiums through systems that we manage on behalf of our clients



1,500 members dedicated to insurance IT outsourcing and application management
services globally, and a total of 3,500 members focused on insurance



Top partner industry designations and recognition as one of the top 10 service
providers by Insurance & Technology magazine

For more information, visit
www.cgi.com/ratabase or email us
at insurance@cgi.com.
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